Abstract. This article analyzes theoretical and experimental research on the open streams confluence. The structure of the confluence zone of the streams has been studied using experimental data. The way to determine the trajectory and direction of internal flows based on isotach field has been given. The mathematical two-dimensional model of open streams transfer in the influence zone of bridges with group openings, which include the effect of internal flows on hydrodynamic flow characteristics, has been presented. As a closing turbulence model there have been used the algebraic relations for Reynolds stresses together with two-parameter k-ε model for the depth-averaged values which has been modified to allow effects of the flow curvature. An experimental research of the node of open flows confluence has been used to confirm the adequacy of the developed model. The influence of secondary currents of transverse circulation, including eddy zones, on the distribution of turbulent stresses has been studied. Experimental data have been compared with the results of numerical simulation obtained from specially developed software. Keywords: bridge crossing, group openings, river flow, turbulence, internal currents, open streams confluence, eddy zones, mathematical model, experiment, numerical calculations.
Introduction
River stream branches due to certain local reasons of topographic or geological nature. Water flow in areas of branching channels is researched for the purpose of solution tasks of regulated flows interact with objects that are built in the river channels and accordingly while evaluating and predicting bed deformations. Designing bridges with group openings is particularly difficult, because in this case the problem requires a detailed evaluation and consideration of a number of properties of both the channel and floodplain flows in the nodes of branching. The phenomenon of division introduces essential changes in the hydrodynamic structure of the flow which leads to appearance of sites with significant vortex, flow curvature in the plan view, development of internal flows of transverse circulation, and changes in the free surface level at the nodes. The result of the above factors is the abrupt change in the flow depth and accordingly development of the bed deformations that disturb the normal operating conditions of the bridge constructions.
The flow in the confluence area has been carefully studied by many scientists. In search of M.D. Thanh et al.(2010) four different types of depth-averaged 2D models with and without considering secondary currents are applied to open-channel confluence flow. Study (Kholodok, 1966) considers a zone of streams confluence, where a strong transverse circulation is generated and the deformation of the velocity field occurs, which grow with the increase of the discharge ratio of confluent streams. A.S. Ofitserov (1959) notes that streams confluence occurs with the curvature of the stream lines with centrifugal currents present. Studies conducted by A.Ya. Milovich (1947) suggest the following conclusions about the process of open streams confluence: 1) in the confluence area the phenomenon of outpressing of one stream by another is observed; 2) at confluence angles above 90° the nature of confluence is similar to phenomenon of crowding of the main stream on the tributary (like a flow around of liquid-solid body); 3) tributary discharge is distributed mainly near the bottom and insignificantly near the surface of the flow.
With secondary flows present tangential stress, as confirmed by experimental data (Spitsyn, 1967, pp. 33-40) , can not only be the result of turbulent transport of momentum. According to hypotheses given in studies (Spitsyn, 1967, pp. 33-40; Grishanin, 1979; Mertz and Gratton, 1995, pp. 789-801) for the averaged tangential stress with transverse circulation present in turbulent flow the total stress is defined as follows:
where -stresses due to internal currents and turbulent transverse stresses, respectively.
Considering the stress τnear the walls where the origin of transverse flows is, it is noticed that tends to zero, the component of pulsating speed reduces while the value of the transverse circulation velocity increases. Constant transverse flows develop in areas of significant stream curvature and always have the closed circulations behavior. The first type of the circulations occurs not only in areas of natural flow curvature but also in artificially compressed beds near the head of guide banks. The second type, which is typical for areas of branching, occurs under conditions of heterogeneous roughness and sharp changes in shape of the channel cross section.
Internal currents and anisotropic condition of turbulent flow are two interrelated phenomena that lead to the following (Savenko and Slavinskaya, 2004) : 1) three components of velocity are uniordinal in certain time and space fields and consequently the redistribution of tangential stresses takes place; 2) abrupt change of dissipation rate of kinetic energy of turbulence.
Most models that describe such complex flows take into account only a fraction of these features, and therefore the application of two-parameter k-ε turbulence model together with the algebraic equations for Reynolds stresses to close the initial second-degree system of fluid motion becomes particularly important because it allows for the anisotropy of the transfer process in the areas of open flows branching (Savenko and Slavinskaya, 2004) .
Thus, the goal of this work is to study the process of internal flows development at the confluence of open turbulent streams.
Method
The most reliable information about a particular physical process can be obtained using direct measurements. An experiment, as opposed to numerical calculations, provides an opportunity to observe a true picture of a phenomenon in question. In order to determine the nature and structure of internal currents at the conjunction of open turbulent flows experimental studies conducted byA.Ye. Shchodroet al.(1985) in a laboratory setup were used. The bed of the setup had a complex trapezoidal shape and uniform roughness. The slope of the channel bottom is zero.
As a result of the experiments plan-view diagrams of velocity distribution in the node of streams confluence were obtained.
The results of the research confirmed the presence of three characteristic zones in the node of open streams confluence: 1) zone of a transit flow, 2) zone of a tributary falling into the main flow from the inlet facility, and 3) vortex zone.
Energy loss due to a bend is observed in the confluence area which occurs mainly because of the flow separation from the inner wall which leads to the stream constriction and its further expansion.
Concerning the free surface in the confluence area there are following to mention: backwater curves are formed in the upper part of the main flow and tributary; decay curves are formed in the confluence node and lower section of the main channel (up to a compressed section); below the contracted section backwater curves are formed that after vortex disappearance section turn into a free profile that matches pre-constricted depths for a total discharge.
Isotachs were plotted in order to study the structure of internal currents. Experiment #28 is given as an example where channel discharge Q ch = 100 l/s, outlet discharge Q out = 11.85 l/s, and flow depth h = 18.57 cm.
Turbulent exchange in a tangential direction of an isotach is higher than toward the gradient line. An isotach curvature, while the momentum exchange, causes a centrifugal force of inertia which generates a secondary fluid flow. The greater isotach curvature, the greater this flow is. Thus, the study of secondary flows is closely related to the study of internal stresses (Savenko and Slavinskaya, 2004) .
As shown in Fig. 1 , isotachs concentration is observed closer to the walls indicating an intensive change in the tangential stresses and, consequently, the occurrence of secondary currents of transverse circulation. This indicates that main "screws" of transverse currents are activated and arisen exactly near the walls, and velocity field always has a spatial nature.
It is concluded that a flow always has secondary currents shaped as vortex screws that accompany main stream and have a regular nature. They overlap the main stream and affect the formation of its velocity field.
Analyzing the experiment #28 (Fig. 1) , we can see the formation of closed horizontal circulations near the left wall of the channel below the streams confluence where negative values of longitudinal velocity occur. Also an isotachs concentration is observed in these places when zero-crossing. These phenomena can be explained by the stream outpressing from the wall because of a significant speed and outlet discharge compared to the main channel. As a result, turbulent tangential stresses and transverse circulation increase and the flow undergoes a significant compression in the confluence area and then expansion slightly below this zone. During the compression velocities increase and during the expansion they contrariwise reduce.
Nature and direction of transverse currents can be determined according to the picture of isotachs (Zheleznyakov, 1981) . Direction of isotachs bend in a plan view and sharp angle of isotachs at the approach to the channel wall indicate the direction of transverse circulations. In the diagrams below (Fig. 1) the direction of secondary currents is determined according to the form of isotachs. Current lines of the streams are closed curves and define the shape of vortex screws. It is experimentally established (Spitsyn, 1967, pp. 33-40) that the shape of the vortex screws, depending on the geometrical dimensions of the channel, may take form of an ellipse with different axes ratios. where U i -projection of the depth averaged velocity on the corresponding axis; u y -component of internal currents velocity; α h -coefficient which allows for uneven vertical distribution of the velocity; H -free surface level; -turbulent stresses; с f -friction coefficient; K sh -correction factor for the channel shape.
However, in the two-dimensional case a consideration of a different representation makes sense, namely in terms of vorticity and stream function (Fletcher, 1991) . On the basis of the transfer equations (3) and (4) the vorticity equation was obtained:
where Ω -vorticity:
Thus, equation (5) According to numerous studies (Savenko and Slavinskaya, 2004; Savenko, 1995; Rastogi and Rodi, 1975, pp. 146-153; Rodi,1984, pp. 227-322) , k-ε model should be used for the closure of the fluid motion equations (3) and (4): where k -turbulent kinetic energy; ε -dissipation of kinetic energy; ν t -coefficient of turbulent viscosity; σ k , σ ε -constants of k-ε model; f c -correction function, which takes into account an effect of a stream lines curvature when modifying k-ε model;P ij , P 2d -terms of a turbulence generation; c 1 , c ε1 , c ε2 -empirical coefficients; γ -constant of a closing turbulence model. So, the two-dimensional k-ε model (7) together with the algebraic equations for Reynolds stresses (8) is proposed for the numerical simulation of the confluence zone of open flows. This model allows for the effect of internal currents and anisotropy of a transfer process.
Numerical calculations of the confluence node of experimental streams have been performed to test and implement the proposed mathematical model (2-5, 7-8). These calculations have been performed for the experimental model for conditions of the experiment #28.
The finite-difference method of predictor-corrector type by McCormack explicit scheme, modified by splitting differential equations into one-dimensional ones by the spatial coordinates and time, is used to implement the discrete analogues of the equations of internal currents (2-5) and the k-ε turbulence model (7-8). According to this scheme, an approximate solution of the problem is evaluated initially with the first order of accuracy at the time -predictor. Then the original differential equation is determined with the second order of approximation on the entire range -corrector -utilizing the approximate solution found by using the predictor. Solving of the problem at the time (n+1)∆t for the design point (i,j) is obtained by applying the modified finite-difference McCormack scheme (predictor-corrector) using the splitting method in the following form:
where L x and L y -corresponding one-dimensional finite-difference operators, which are a sequence of predictor-corrector, notably the one-dimensional versions of the scheme on the corresponding spatial coordinate:
where ∆x, ∆y, ∆t -sampling intervals for spatial variables and time, respectively. Moreover, , i.e. every two-dimensional finite-difference operator is performed during the full time step.
Results
The results of calculations, performed using specially developed software based on the proposed mathematical model, are shown in Fig. 2 The numerical calculations of hydrodynamic structure of experimental flow were compared with experimental results (Fig. 7) . Analysis of the received data shows a satisfactory convergence of the results, the relative error does not exceed 20%at that. This demonstrates the adequacy and appropriateness of the practical application of this model.
Fig. 7.
Comparison of experimental data from the experiment #28 and calculated ones: V е and V cexperimental and calculated velocity, respectively.
Discussion
Summarizing the results of experimental and theoretical studies of internal currents at the confluence of open turbulent streams, it is necessary to note the following:
− Secondary currents are always present in the branching area in a form of vortex screws that accompany the main stream and have a regular nature. They are imposed on the main stream and affect the formation of its velocity field. − Main screws of transverse currents are generated near the walls, and the velocity field always has a spatial nature. − The main secondary stream is always directed from the area with the highest velocities, from the depth of the turbulent flow, into the area with the highest deceleration (angular areas of a polygonal cross-section, areas of walls with high roughness). − The mechanism of internal currents accounts for the presence of transverse pressure gradient both in the depth of the flow and at its firm boundaries. − A new method for predicting hydrodynamic processes in the areas of branching flows is developed basing on the proposed two-dimensional model for calculating bridges with group openings. Modern methods, adapted to the respective class of problems under consideration, were used to implement the proposed model. Comparison of calculated and experimental data shows their satisfactory convergence, and therefore the adequacy of the proposed model.
